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October Outlook: “Not Quite Recovery”
We’ve come a long way since March, but there’s still a long road ahead.

After what will likely prove to be a dynamic rebound in Q3, the pace of
recovery may slow, dragged down by a service sector still handicapped
by mobility restrictions, lingering worries about overall demand and
government support that will start to slow even where it still looks
generous. Also, firms may hesitate rebuilding workforces in full with a view
to strengthening balance sheets before having to pay back government
support—or to save for more investment. Slack in capacity utilization could
spill over to other countries if the trade recovery starts to lag.

This high-stakes summer, where social life restarted at full speed—at least
among some young people—and delivered thousands of new daily cases
in many parts of the world, but mostly without a rise in hospitalizations or
mortality. We expect this to remain the case. Better understanding of the
symptoms, better prevention, and more flexible and more targeted
restrictions may succeed in containing the coronavirus. Our fingers are
crossed that confusion with flu symptoms does not overwhelm hospitals
through the Northern Hemisphere winter or trigger school closings and a
setback for economic activity.

For all these reasons, we call our central scenario for the next 12-18
months the “Not Quite Recovery.” It includes growth slowing,
unemployment stuck at elevated levels and governments struggling to offer
support even as they look for an exit. It’s probably a good scenario for
credit and equities, but less so for sovereign bonds.

So far, the recovery is encouraging. Spring was a shock for everyone,
but innovative public policies assured continuing cash flows to most
households and firms. Activity stopped and more savings were built up.
When economies reopened, these buffers proved useful in supporting
pent-up demand. Retail spending provided enough momentum so firms
could start recalling some of their furloughed employees. But the
permanent damage to employment remains to be seen, as does the
resilience of company balance sheets.

The outlook could worsen if a second wave of fatalities forced broad
lockdowns or governments exited too fast. We think the odds of a Fiscal
Cliff scenario remain low, but the risks bear watching. Currently, the U.S.
looks most likely to fall short of enough fiscal support through the recovery,
although the call to balance budgets will return to Europe sooner or later.
Of course, many Emerging Markets don’t have the luxury to borrow
through the crisis and already face difficult recovery.

These dynamics look rather similar across the world, adjusting for each
country’s timeline of exit from lockdown, severity of social distancing
restrictions and continuing government support. In China, output is already
above pre-pandemic levels, while the U.S. and large euro area countries
follow, with activity having reversed about 90% of the lockdown slump. The
U.K. and Spain lag still further with less decisive policies to contain the
pandemic and a larger and more vulnerable service sector.

Another scenario, which probably carries even lower odds, is what we call
the “Kitchen Sink,” in which flagging growth or further shocks force both
monetary and fiscal authorities to throw everything they have at supporting
demand. In this outcome, central banks find themselves trapped in a world
of keeping rates low so governments can afford their interest bills. At some
point, this could create risks of overheating and inflation, but only after a
significant recovery period.

Political risks may also roil markets in the weeks ahead if the U.S.
presidential election tips into confusion or, to a lesser extent, final Brexit
negotiations disrupt European trade. The outlook is gloomier for emerging
markets in Latin America, India, and parts of Africa, where limited access
to health care and less-restrictive policies hamper virus containment.
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Central Scenario

THE NOT QUITE RECOVERY (60% ODDS)
Fast and effective policy response from mostly key central banks and
finance ministries have shielded the cash flows of households and firms.
Unlike 2008, firms and households also entered this year with strong
balance sheets.

Analysis
Even in China, where the downturn was most shallow and the recovery is
most advanced, the picture is mixed, as retail spending lags the recovery
on the supply side. Also, income loss has been substantial for poorer
urban and migrant workers. The government-driven investment boom
needs to be accompanied by a recovery of world trade for a return to full
capacity.

The world economy will recover steadily, but slowly and unevenly. Some
firms continue to tap credit markets and enjoy strong demand; others will
suffer from permanent changes in consumer behavior or run out of liquidity
before demand returns.

In Europe, furlough schemes protect 70-80% of employees’ income, but
independent workers are less protected and firms’ revenues have declined
considerably. In the U.S., the CARES Act raised private incomes, but that
support has now expired and savings are being drawn down.

In this scenario, spending and investment are expected to rebound over
the next 12 months but remain below 2019 levels because:
•
•
•

Not all household and corporate income was (or will be) protected by
policy support
Lingering uncertainty on global demand
Firms may cut labor costs to afford future investments, including in
green and digital infrastructure

The COVID-19 shock hit a global order that was already in transition to
address the challenges of climate change, rising inequality and tremors in
geopolitical alliances. The shock may accelerate some long-term changes
in behavior already underway: digitization has made a quantum leap,
teleworking has become a credible alternative, and travel and leisure seem
likely to find new patterns.

Conditions
•
•

Continued policy support, especially in the form of direct government
payments to households and businesses
COVID containment succeeds so that consumer confidence steadily
returns

This points toward new winners and losers across sectors and countries.
The job prospects of the millions in temporary layoffs are unclear. Out of
precaution, households are cutting spending for now. If vaccines emerge
over the next six months, as now seems likely, will consumers forget about
all the uncertainty and jump back to spending and investing? Hope is not a
plan. Government support remains essential even to achieve a “not quite
recovery.”

Indicators to watch
•
•
•
•

Personal income, spending and savings
Non-performing loans, downgrades, bankruptcies
Unemployment dynamics and labor force participation rates
Consumer surveys and capex intentions
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Alternative Scenarios

FISCAL CLIFF SCENARIO (30% ODDS)

KITCHEN SINK SCENARIO (10% ODDS)

If public support is withdrawn prematurely, either in the U.S. amid rising
partisan tensions or in Europe as public debt worries return, a central
pillar to the recovery will disappear. With unemployment benefits and
furlough schemes fading, the depletion of household savings and firms’
liquidity buffers will lead to another recession in 2021.

Conditions

A recovery that disappoints significantly could force governments into
even more aggressive action. This could arise from a resurgence of
COVID-19, unexpected financial turmoil or unemployment rates that
get stuck above acceptable levels. Fiscal authorities under such
circumstances would be forced into much greater spending
commitments, while central banks would be expanding their balance
sheets even more. Ultimately, such a response seems likely to
succeed in reflating the economy, but it would leave financial markets
dominated and distorted by government intervention.

•

Conditions

A second wave, in this context, would be devastating.

Policymakers reduce fiscal support, notwithstanding persisting labor
market fragility (lower employment, falling wages)

•
Indicators
•
•
•

Indicators

Cuts in furlough schemes and unemployment benefits
Rising long-term unemployment
COVID-19 hospitalization and fatality dynamics

•
•
•

Analysis

Signs of permanent damage to labor markets
Corporate bankruptcies
Extreme financial market volatility

Analysis

Initially in the crisis, politicians of all stripes stood united around large
and lasting public support. There was talk of largely unchecked public
spending supported by central banks in a world of low inflation and low
growth.

Modern Monetary Theory (MMT) has moved from the fringes of
academic thinking to polite policy circles, arguing in favor of running
expansionary fiscal policies until the economy reaches full
employment, and only then caring about inflation.

But with the initial stages of recovery, the traditional debate returned.
In the U.S., the extra unemployment benefits have been left to expire,
while presidential executive orders provide a limited offset. In Italy and
Spain, furlough schemes will expire by year-end. Surely governments
will be forced to spend more as the final stages of recovery slow. But
what if they don’t and start trying to balance the budget the way they
did in the wake of the Global Financial Crisis?
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Broad, strong and protracted fiscal expansion that leads to slowly
rising prices

This scenario would likely come closest to what its supporters
advocate. An efficient outcome with employment could still create the
greatest risks for surging inflation that markets find difficult to envision
today.
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What Changed in September

WHAT’S NEW

WHAT WE LEARNED

•

China’s recovery continues to lead (Property sales above last year)

•

•

Faster-than-expected job creation in the United States
(Half the jobs lost in March/April have been recovered)

Markets are not immune to volatility and sell-offs, but the
macroeconomic data and policy support continue to point to recovery

•

The second wave may not be as lethal and full lockdowns look unlikely,
but governments may still take social distancing measures that set
back consumer confidence

•

In this new phase of the pandemic, younger people seem less fearful
and more likely to return to regular patterns

•

Strong retail activity even as government programs expire (Retail foot
traffic is approaching pre-pandemic levels in Germany and France)

WHAT WE ARE HEARING FROM OUR TEAMS
•

Most firms have little trouble tapping credit markets, but there are
worries about how the money will be invested

•

Some short-term trends in consumer behavior–especially around
retailing and certain kinds of travel–may prove lasting

•

Rising concerns around a contested U.S. election; lesser worries
around a potential Brexit shock
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•

Labor markets

•

Household savings rate and corporate liquidity

•

Consumer confidence

•

Non-performing loans, credit rating downgrades, bankruptcies

•

Prospects for continuing fiscal support

Scenario Matrix—Economy

Scenarios
1. Not Quite Recovery

U.S.

Euro
Area

Japan

China

2. Fiscal Cliff

3. Kitchen Sink

2020

2021

2020

2021

2020

2021

Growth

-4.5%

+4.0%

-6.5%

+1.0%

-3.5%

+2.0%

Inflation

+1.0%

+1.4%

+1.0%

+1.7%

+1.0%

+1.0%

Unemployment

9.0%

6.5%

11.0%

8.0%

7.0%

7.0%

Growth

-8%

4-5%

-8%

0%

-8%

1–2%

Inflation

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

<1%

Unemployment

10%

7%

10%

12%

10%

10%

Growth

-6%

2–3%

-6%

0–1%

-6%

1–2%

Inflation

0%

.5%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Unemployment

3%

3%

3%

4%

3%

3%

Growth

2–2.5%

8%

2–2.5%

3–4%

2–2.5%

6-7%

Inflation

2–3%

2%

2–3%

2%

2-3%

2-3%

4%

4%

4–4.5%

4–5%

4–4.5%

4%

Unemployment
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Comments

The U.S. economy continues to rally
and the 2020 forecast could improve
further if Congress passes another
fiscal relief package.

Fast and effective monetary and fiscal
responses are supporting household
spending and firm viability, without any
inflation pressure on the horizon.

The new PM will continue the
reflationary policies of his predecessor
and supports current monetary policy,
which backs fiscal expansion efforts.

The recovery in key economic drivers
remains uneven. Exports are surprising
to the upside and real estate investment
is rising at double digits, but retail sales
lag.

Scenario Matrix—Central Bank Policy

Scenarios
Central Bank

1. Not Quite Recovery

2. Fiscal Cliff

3. Kitchen Sink

Comments

FED

Fed Funds Rate: 0%
Balance Sheet:
Accommodative

Fed Funds Rate: 0%
Balance Sheet: Very
accommodative

Fed Funds Rate: 0%
Balance Sheet: Less
accommodative

In the Fed's new framework,
tightening only begins after
balance sheet reduction,
perhaps in 2023, when inflation
rises above 2%.

ECB

Policy keeps rates negative;
Asset purchase programs
continue into 2021 and are
renewed if needed.

Policy rate steady;
Asset purchase programs
are expanded.

No rate hike;
Asset purchase programs enlarged

As inflation will remain subdued
and far below its 2% policy
target, the ECB remains under
constant pressure to do more.

BOJ

Policy rate stays negative;
Balance sheet: Accommodative

Policy rate stays negative;
Balance sheet: Very
accommodative

Policy rate stays negative;
Asset purchase programs enlarged

Maintain easing to support
economic growth and elusive
inflation target.

Close eye on financial stability

The PBOC keeps a watchful
eye on the economy, ready to
do more at any hint of
weakening but mindful of
financial stability implications.

PBOC

Cautiously accommodative
stance for 2020 and 2021

Monetary easing
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Scenario Matrix—Markets

Scenarios
Markets

Rates

Corporate
Credit

Equities

FX

Commodities

1. Not Quite Recovery

2. Fiscal Cliff

3. Kitchen Sink

Comments

Policy rates unchanged;
10Y UST drifts higher

Policy rates unchanged;
10Y UST steady-to-lower

Policy rates unchanged;
10Y UST higher

Short rates anchored by central
bank policy, watching the long
end to gauge steepening.

Spreads grind tighter

Spreads widen some

Spreads move tighter

Liquidity environment
supportive of credit conditions.

Modestly higher

Likely lower

Likely higher

We expect some moderating of
valuations through year-end as
current measures seem to price
in an ideal cyclical recovery.

USD weakness continues

USD steady

USD weakens more

U.S. election presents near
term risks, but sustained USD
downtrend is unlikely.

Oil, copper and gold generally
higher

Oil, copper and gold
generally range-bound

Oil, copper and gold move higher

Supported by weaker USD and
continued global economic
recovery.
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Monthly Spotlight: Institute’s U.S. Consumer Dashboard
The U.S. consumer has mounted an impressive recovery, but our investment teams see a path ahead that is
differentiated and may slow without further fiscal support from Congress.
DAILY CONSUMER SPENDING RELATIVE TO JANUARY

Y/Y GROWTH: E-COMMERCE AND CORE RETAIL SALES

100%

50%

75%

40%

50%

30%

25%

20%

0%

10%

-25%

0%

-50%

-10%

-75%

E-Commerce

While overall U.S. retail sales have completed a ‘V’-shaped rebound, the
recovery in consumer spending is differentiated, both by sector and income
group. Sectors such as essentials, “at-home” products, and durable goods
have made an impressive rebound. Other sectors such apparel retail are
experiencing a lumpy rebound following the release of pent-up demand,
while travel retail, bars, restaurants, hotels, and live entertainment are
shaping up to see very gradual recoveries with a return to pre-crisis levels
unlikely until a vaccine is widely available. Separately, the expiration of
additional unemployment insurance benefits at the end of July and
uncertainty surrounding additional support are weighing on spending by
lower-income consumers. An acceleration in spending by higher-income
cohorts is helping to offset the weakness for the now.

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

Core Retail Sales

The pandemic has drastically accelerated the shift from brick-and-mortar to
e-commerce and omnichannel shopping methods. E-commerce made up
20% of overall core retail sales in 2Q20, up from just 14% in 4Q19.
Companies with more advanced e-commerce and omnichannel platforms
are gaining market share.
As consumers have been forced to become more comfortable with these
new shopping methods, a portion of the increase is likely to stick longerterm. This looks likely to be true even in the grocery segment, which was
slower than other areas, such as apparel, to shift online.

Source: Tracktherecovery.org and Census Bureau. As of September 22, 2020.
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2015

General merchandise store & apparel and accessories
Arts, entertainment, and recreation
Grocery
Health care and social assistance
Accomodation and food service
Transportation and warehousing

2014

-20%

14-Aug 11-Sep

2013

17-Jul

2012

19-Jun

2011

22-May

2010

24-Apr

2009

27-Mar

2008

28-Feb

2007

-100%
31-Jan
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Global

CONSENSUS OUTLOOK
Economic Activity

2017

2018

2019

2020 (E)

2021 (E)

2022 (E)

Real GDP (Y/Y %)

3.9

3.6

2.9

-3.9 --

5.2 ▲

3.6 ▲

CPI (Y/Y %)

3.2

3.6

3.6

2.3 --

2.6 --

2.8 --

Trade Volume (Y/Y%)

5.7

3.8

1.0

-11.9 --

8.0 --

8.0 --

3-Month USD Libor

1.69

2.81

1.91

0.31 --

0.42 ▼

0.60 ▼

3-Month Euribor

-0.33

-0.31

-0.39

-0.46 ▼

-0.41 --

-0.36 ▼

3-Month GBP Libor

0.52

0.91

0.79

0.12 ▲

0.15 ▼

0.38 ▲

3-Month JPY Libor

-0.02

-0.07

-0.05

-0.10 ▼

-0.07 --

-0.04 ▼

Inter-Bank Rates

CENTRAL BANKS remain on the sidelines as the burden of the recovery shifts firmly towards fiscal policy.
Implied Policy Rate (%)

Economy

Policy Rate
(%)

Next CB
Meeting

3M

6M

1Y

U.S.

0.13

11/05/2020

0.11

0.09

0.07

Eurozone

-0.50

10/29/2020

-0.52

-0.55

-0.60

U.K.

0.10

11/05/2020

0.09

0.04

-0.05

Japan

-0.04

10/29/2020

-0.06

-0.07

-0.10

China

2.20

—

2.73

2.61

2.81

Source: Bloomberg and IMF as of September 25, 2020. (E)—Bloomberg private market consensus
estimates for GDP, CPI and rates. Trade volume data is a projected figure from the IMF.
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U.S.

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE EXPECTATIONS
are rising amid economic recovery and
low interest rates.

REGIONAL MANUFACTURING SURVEYS:
EXPECTED CAPEX

The LABOR MARKET is rebounding faster
than expected but the pace of gains is set
to moderate.

RETAIL SALES

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE VS. LABOR FORCE

$560
$540

30

$520
Billions

40

20
10

$500
$480
$460

Nov-17

Richmond
Empire Manufacturing

Oct-18

Sep-19

Aug-20

$400
Feb-19

Philadelphia Fed

•

Leading indicators of capex are improving
amid rebounding consumer demand, a return
of manufacturing, low interest rates, and
technological investments.

•

This is positive for the outlook as firms are
using their excess liquidity to invest in their
companies, which should boost productivity,
profit margins, and ultimately the labor market.

12%

162

10%

161

8%

160

6%
4%

158

$420
Dec-16

14%

159

$440

-20
Jan-16

16%

165

163

0
-10

166

164
Millions

50

Despite the expiration of extra
unemployment insurance benefits, RETAIL
SALES expanded modestly in August.

2%

157
Jun-19

Oct-19

Feb-20

Jul-20

156
Feb-19

Retail Sales

0%
Jun-19

Oct-19

Unemployment Rate (RHS)

Feb-20

Jul-20

Labor Force (LHS)

•

Despite the expiration of the extra $600/week
unemployment insurance benefit at the end of
July, retail sales rose a modest 0.6% M/M in
August, and are now above pre-pandemic
levels.

•

The U.S. labor market is improving at an
impressive clip, with the unemployment rate
falling below consensus expectations to 8.4%
in August, and job gains recouping half those
lost in March and April.

•

Additional support from President Trump’s
executive order was being disbursed in
September which, together with elevated
savings, should help support spending for now.
However, the path ahead could be difficult
without additional income support.

•

However, there is still much slack, as the labor
force is down 3.7 million from February. Also,
the duration of layoffs is lengthening and the
share on permanent layoffs is rising—pointing
to a more moderate pace of job gains ahead.

Source: Bloomberg. As of September 22, 2020.
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U.S.

The BUDGET DEFICIT has spiked but
interest payments look manageable thanks
to low rates.

Corporates are HOARDING CASH at record
levels as bankruptcy risks appear limited.

Despite fiscal stimulus and a new Fed
framework, INFLATION BREAKEVENS
appear capped at pre-pandemic levels.

FISCAL DEFICIT AND INTEREST
PAYMENTS AS A % OF GDP

CASH GROWTH Y/Y
100%

5%

80%

0%

U.S. INFLATION BREAKEVENS BY
TENOR
3.5%

2.5%

3.0%

2.0%
1.5%

60%
-5%
40%

2.5%

1.0%

2.0%

0.5%
0.0%

1.5%

-10%

20%

-0.5%
-1.0%

1.0%
-15%

0%
-20%
Sep-10

•

•

May-12

Jan-14

Sep-15

May-17

Jan-19

-20%

Sep-20

1980

1990

2000

2010

2020

S&P 1500

S&P 500 Index

CBO Baseline Deficit/Surplus (LHS)

S&P Midcap 400 Index

S&P Small Cap 600 Index

CBO Baseline Net Interest (RHS)

Small, medium and large corporates have
been accumulating substantial amounts of
precautionary cash savings, thanks in part to a
drawdown of bank revolvers and working
capital markets.
Corporate liquidity at high levels should reduce
the odds of extensive bankruptcies, but
investors will be watching closely how firms
deploy this cash.

-1.5%

0.5%

•

Debt sustainability risks look minimal as lower
rates initially offset the effect higher public
debt.

•

Accommodative monetary policy will likely
anchor market rates at these low levels into the
medium-term, but a revival of inflation
expectations in the longer-term will likely be
the central risk to this outlook.

Source: Bloomberg, Haver and CBO. As of September 22, 2020.
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-2.0%
-2.5%
Sep-19

0.0%
2030

Nov-19
1-Year
3-Year
5-Year

Jan-20

Mar-20

May-20

Jul-20

Sep-20

2-Year
4-Year
5Y/5Y Forward

•

Inflation expectations have rebounded to prepandemic levels, but given the uncertainty
regarding the recovery, they are unlikely to drift
higher.

•

U.S. fiscal policy may do more to determine
inflation and growth expectations. Despite the
Fed’s new commitment to allow an overshoot
in inflation, monetary policy is currently on
hold.

U.S.

CONSENSUS FORECAST

• Our view is in-line with consensus for growth, inflation and unemployment for 2020
• For 2021, though, we see a slightly stronger labor market recovery and growth rate than
consensus due to the strong initial policy response
Economic Growth

9/25/2020

12/31/2018

12/31/2019

2020 (E)

2021 (E)

2022 (E)

-9.1

3.0

2.2

-4.4 ▲

3.7 --

2.9 ▲

CPI (Y/Y %)

1.3

2.5

1.8

1.1 ▲

1.9 ▲

2.0 --

Core PCE (Y/Y %)

1.3

2.0

1.7

1.3 ▲

1.5 ▲

1.7 --

8.4

3.9

3.7

8.5 ▼

6.9 ▼

5.6 ▼

Fed Funds

0.13

2.38

1.63

0.25 --

0.30 --

0.40 ▼

2Y Treasury

0.13

2.52

1.57

0.21 ▼

0.43 ▼

0.74 ▼

10Y Treasury

0.66

2.72

1.92

0.76 --

1.16 ▼

1.53 ▼

Real GDP (Y/Y %)
Inflation

Labor Market
Unemployment (%)
Rates

Source: Bloomberg. As of September 25, 2020. (E)—Bloomberg private market consensus estimates.
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Europe

A SHARP RELAPSE in activity looks
unlikely as industrial production is
recovering.

The MOMENTUM in the euro area
recovery is weakening.

PMIs

CONSUMER SPENDING has stabilized just
below pre-COVID levels.

PMI AND INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION

SALARIES AND SPENDING
6%

60
55
50
45

60

10%

50

0%

10%

4%

5%

2%
0%

0%

40
35
30

40

-10%

30

-20%

25

-2%

-5%

-4%

-10%

-6%

20

20

-30%

15
10
Aug-19
PMI manufacturing

Feb-20
PMI service

Aug-20

10
Sep-19

PMI composite

Mar-20
PMI composite

-40%
Sep-20

-15%

-8%
-10%
Jul-19

Jan-20

Real Salaries Y/Y

IP Y/Y

-20%
Jul-20

Retail sales Y/Y (RHS)

•

Since July, PMIs have moderated in particular.
Service PMIs for September actually fell back
into contraction.

•

EU PMI survey numbers are still consistent
with a continued gradual convergence of
industrial production to pre-COVID levels.

•

Notwithstanding a huge drop in real wages,
the consumer has resumed spending after the
initial belt-tightening.

•

Manufacturing is accelerating, just enough to
counter services’ weakness and leave the
aggregate (composite) PMI precisely on the
cusp between expansion and contraction.

•

As of now, the easing seen in activity data
points toward some momentum loss, but not a
relapse.

•

The damage to confidence may have been
limited so far, but this large drop in workers’
income (four times that seen in the GFC) will
hinder spending if it is not reversed quickly.

Source: Bloomberg and Haver. As of 06/30/2020.
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Europe

CREDIT is helping cushion
the blow to income.

INFLATION EXPECTATIONS have
recovered but remain low.

CREDIT IMPULSE (% OF GDP)

COVID FATALITIES

INFLATION

3%
3%

28

The resurgence of COVID may change
this landscape if fatalities rise again.

1200

24

1000

2%

20

2%
800

16

1%

12

1%

600

8

0%

4

400

0%

0

-8
2000

200

-1%
2012
-1%

-4

2004

2008

Private credit impulse

2012

2016

2020

2012

The rise in domestic credit impulse (i.e. the
jump in credit as % of GDP) shows that the
joint fiscal and monetary accommodation has
percolated through to reach final borrowers.

•

The acceleration shows that since the
pandemic hit, both families and firms have
been able to borrow a larger portion of their
incomes than before.

2014

CPI Y/Y
CPI YoY

2016
2016

Breakeven
rate
Breakeven
rate

Domestic credit impulse

•

2014

•

•

2018

2020

2018

2020

Survey
Survey

This highlights different inflation dynamics in
the EU compared to the U.S., where long-term
inflation expectations have eased slightly (see
slide 12).
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Jun-20
UK daily fatalities

5y5y swap
rate rate
5y5y
swap

Notwithstanding plummeting wages and CPI
deflation, inflation expectations—whether
measured by forecasters’ surveys or market
prices—have recovered. They now hover
around 1%.

Source: Bloomberg and Haver. As of 06/30/2020.
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•

A crucial driver in the near future is the
resurgence of COVID and the damage another
full lockdown would cause.

•

Notwithstanding a sharp acceleration in cases
in the U.K. and Spain, the two worst-hit
countries in Europe, the number of fatalities
has fortunately not risen as much so far, giving
hope that this “second wave” will be more
manageable.

Europe

CONSENSUS FORECAST

•
•

We share the consensus view for what remains of 2020
The outlook for 2021 looks slightly weaker due to lingering uncertainty and the time it will take for recovery
funds to have an impact

Economic Growth

9/25/2020

12/31/2018

12/31/2019

2020 (E)

2021 (E)

2022 (E)

EA Real GDP (Y/Y %)

-14.7

1.8

1.3

-8.0 ▲

5.5 ▼

2.4 ▲

U.K. Real GDP (Y/Y %)

-21.7

1.4

1.5

-10.0 ▼

6.4 --

2.7 ▼

EA CPI (Y/Y %)

-0.2

1.8

1.2

0.4 --

1.0 --

1.3 --

U.K. CPI (Y/Y %)

0.2

2.5

1.8

0.9 ▲

1.5 ▲

1.7 ▼

EA Unemployment (%)

7.9

8.2

7.6

8.1 ▼

9.3 ▼

8.4 ▼

U.K. Unemployment (%)

4.1

4.1

3.8

5.8 ▼

6.8 ▼

5.9 ▲

EA Central Bank

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00 --

0.00 --

0.00 ▼

Germany 2Y Note

-0.70

-0.62

-0.61

-0.63 ▼

-0.53 ▼

-0.48 ▼

Germany 10Y Bond

-0.52

0.24

-0.19

-0.40 ▼

-0.17 ▼

-0.03 ▼

U.K. Central Bank

0.10

0.75

0.75

0.10 --

0.10 --

0.25 --

U.K. 2Y Gilts

-0.07

0.74

0.53

0.00 --

0.18 ▼

0.16 ▼

U.K. 10Y Gilts

0.19

1.27

0.82

0.28 ▲

0.57 ▲

0.71 ▼

EUR/USD

1.16

1.14

1.12

1.19 ▲

1.23 --

1.24 ▼

GBP/USD

1.27

1.27

1.33

1.30 ▲

1.35 --

1.40 ▲

Inflation

Labor Market

Rates

Currencies

Source: Bloomberg. As of September 25, 2020. (E)—Bloomberg private market consensus estimates.
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Asia Pacific

Alternative data confirms CHINA’S
MANUFACTURING REBOUND as power
generation returns to pre-pandemic levels.

•

•

Consistent with a bounce back in PMI data,
alternative measures like power generation are
confirming the manufacturing rebound.
A pick-up in industrial production and other
activity data signal the economic recovery in
China is taking hold.

CHINA’S LAGGING RETAIL SALES
RECOVERY should get a lift from low-core
consumer inflation and falling input prices.

•

•

While the global economic recovery is still in its
early stages, China’s consumption–a growing
portion of its GDP mix–is getting a boost from
low-core consumer inflation.
Declining producer prices have supported
industrial profits, and there could be further
tailwinds as the trade environment improves.

Source: FactSet. As of September 22, 2020.
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The ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT IN JAPAN
HAS BEEN UPGRADED, supported by
better-than-expected data.

•

Improving economic data is consistent with the
recent pick-up in activity.

•

Pent-up demand, supported by policy stimulus
under a new prime minister, should provide a
positive backdrop for growth.

Asia Pacific

The rebound in SOUTH KOREAN EXPORTS
confirms the bottoming of the global
earnings cycle.

The upswing in the commodity cycle
supports a slow and steady upward trend
in ASIAN CURRENCIES.

BANKRUPTCIES appear to be declining
after peaking at levels below prior crises.

COMMODITIES VS. ASIA DOLLAR INDEX

SOUTH KOREA EXPORTS VS. GLOBAL
FORWARD EPS GROWTH
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•

The sharp rebound in South Korean exports—
a leading indicator of world trade—implies
global corporate earnings growth could be
back to positive territory by year-end.

•

There is scope for further gains in trade
activity, albeit at a more moderate pace, in the
near-term amid the need for inventory
restocking.

Mar-10

Sep-13

Mar-17

Apr-12

Dec-13

Aug-15

Apr-17

Dec-18

S&P GSCI Index Spot (LHS)

Hong Kong

Japan

Bloomberg JPMorgan Asia Dollar (RHS)

Korea

Singapore

•

A resumption of industrial activity and world
trade, confirmed by a rally in commodity prices,
has provided a bid for Asian currencies.

•

Though the Chinese investment recovery has
also been a driver of commodity demand,
uncertainty around additional fiscal stimulus in
some developed economies could slow the
next gains for Asian exporters.

Source: Bloomberg and Haver. As of September 22, 2020.
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Aug-20

•

Among those first few countries to be exposed
to the COVID-19 shock, economic scars in the
form of business bankruptcies not only appear
limited but have begun winding down.

•

Nevertheless, risks remain elevated given the
possibility of a resurgence of viral spread,
together with weakening bank credit growth
and availability, especially in South Asia.

Asia Pacific

CONSENSUS FORECAST

•
•

Our view is in-line with consensus for growth, inflation and unemployment for 2020
We see inflation running slightly higher than consensus in Japan for 2021 on stronger demand

Economic Growth

9/25/2020

12/31/2018

12/31/2019

2020 (E)

2021 (E)

2022 (E)

Japan Real GDP (Y/Y %)

-9.9

0.3

0.7

-5.7 ▼

2.5 --

1.7 ▲

China Real GDP (Y/Y %)

3.2

6.7

6.1

2.1 ▲

8.0 --

5.4 ▼

Japan CPI (Y/Y %)

0.2

1.0

0.5

0.0 --

0.2 --

0.6 ▼

China CPI (Y/Y %)

2.4

2.1

2.9

2.8 ▲

2.2 --

2.3 ▲

Japan Unemployment (%)

2.9

2.4

2.4

2.9 ▼

3.2 --

2.7 ▼

China Unemployment (%)

3.8

3.8

3.6

3.9 ▼

4.0 ▼

4.0 --

Japan Central Bank

-0.10

-0.10

-0.10

-0.10 --

-0.10 ▼

0.00 --

Japan 2Y Note

-0.16

-0.15

100.50

-0.13 --

-0.08 --

-0.17 ▼

Japan 10Y Bond

0.01

-0.01

100.91

-0.01 --

0.03 ▼

0.04 ▼

China Central Bank

4.35

4.35

4.35

4.30 --

4.30 --

4.20 --

Inflation

Labor Market

Rates

China 2Y Note

2.75

2.75

99.85

2.52 ▲

2.44 ▲

2.23 ▲

China 10Y Bond

3.11

3.30

96.27

2.97 ▲

3.01 ▼

2.93 ▼

USD/JPY

105.48

110.27

105.48

106.00 --

105.00 ▼

105.50 ▼

USD/CNY

6.81

6.86

6.81

6.85 ▼

6.70 ▼

6.65 ▲

Currencies

Source: Bloomberg. As of September 25, 2020. (E)—Bloomberg private market consensus estimates.
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Important Information
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investors should read the offering documents, if applicable, for the details and specific risk factors of any Fund/Strategy discussed in this document.
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Regulatory Authority (Baring Securities LLC also relies on section 8.18 of NI 31-103 (international dealer
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Unless otherwise mentioned, the views contained in this document are those of Barings. These views are
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Barings Global Advisers Limited, which is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in
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01426546) whose registered address is 20 Old Bailey, London, EC4M 7BF, is a registered investment

These materials are being provided on the express basis that they and any related communications
(whether written or oral) will not cause Barings to become an investment advice fiduciary under ERISA or
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Services and Capital Markets Act, and this Fund may not be offered, sold or delivered, or offered or sold
to any person for re-offering or resale, directly or indirectly, in Korea or to any resident of Korea except
pursuant to applicable laws and regulations of Korea.
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